Insights into the mechanism of intermediate-depth earthquakes from source properties as imaged by back projection of multiple seismic phases 1. Introduction [2] Deep earthquakes occur at pressure and temperature conditions which should prohibit brittle failure, and yet many of the rupture characteristics of deep earthquakes are similar to those of shallow events, such as double-couple focal mechanisms [Frohlich, 2006] . Traditionally, these earthquakes have been divided into two categories: intermediatedepth (60-300 km) and deep-focus (300-700 km) events [e.g., Wadati, 1929] . This classification is motivated by the bimodal distribution in the number of earthquakes with depth, where an exponential decrease in the number of earthquakes occurs from 60 km to about 300 km followed by an increase between 400 and 600 km which quickly drops off between 650 and 700 km [e.g., Flinn and Engdahl, 1965; Frohlich, 1989] . Studies of source characteristics (e.g., rupture complexity and aftershock productivity) and conditions within the subducting slab (e.g., stability of hydrous minerals) also broadly support this division of deep earthquakes [e.g., Ringwood, 1975; Houston and Vidale, 1994; Persh and Houston, 2004] . In this paper, we focus on the intermediatedepth earthquakes occurring at depths between 100 and 300 km.
[3] Many hypotheses have been proposed to explain the occurrence of intermediate-depth earthquakes, such as dehydration embrittlement and shear localization [e.g., Raleigh and Paterson, 1965; Ogawa, 1987; Hobbs and Ord, 1988; Kirby et al., 1996; Hacker et al., 2003; Keleman and Hirth, 2007] . In addition to work from the mineral physics community, these hypotheses are developed and tested based upon earthquake source studies. Over the past 25 to 30 years, the source processes of both deep and shallow events have most commonly been determined using waveform modeling [e.g., Hartzell and Helmberger, 1982; Olsen and Apsel, 1982; Cohee and Beroza, 1994; Cotton and Campillo, 1995; Zeng and Anderson, 1996; Sekiguchi et al., 1996; Antolik et al., 1999; Ji et al., 2002; Frankel, 2004; Rhie et al., 2007] . Though this method has been widely used, many studies have revealed limitations associated with a priori constraints required to stabilize the inversion [Olsen and Apsel, 1982; Hartzell and Heaton, 1983; Beresnev, 2003; Lay et al., 2010; Mai et al., 2007] . For example, one of the conditions used in finite fault modeling is the fault plane geometry. Such constraints for shallow earthquakes are obtained based upon geologic studies or aftershock distributions [e.g., Olsen and Apsel, 1982] . For intermediate-depth earthquakes, however, there is no surface expression of the rupture and often very few aftershocks [e.g., Frohlich, 1987] , making detailed estimates on the rupture plane dimensions and orientation difficult. Instead, waveforms are typically inverted onto one of the nodal planes from the focal mechanism [e.g., Antolik et al., 1999] . This practice inherently limits the information that can be gained from source studies.
[4] The back projection technique used in this study is a more deterministic approach to studying earthquake rupture because it requires very little a priori knowledge. This approach has become feasible in recent years through the availability of high-quality data from large-aperture dense arrays such as the High-Sensitivity Seismograph Network (Hi-net; Figure 1 ) in Japan [Okada et al., 2004; Obara et al., 2005] . The application of the back projection method to a number of large earthquakes has shown that it is a quick and efficient way to determine some important properties of earthquake sources, such as total slip area, rupture direction, and rupture velocity [e.g., Ishii et al., , 2007 Walker et al., 2005; Walker and Shearer, 2009; Nelson et al., 2008; Honda and Aoi, 2009] . Previous studies of teleseismic events, however, analyzed data for the largest shallow earthquakes. In this manuscript, the back projection technique is modified to achieve good depth resolution to study the depth-time behavior of large (Mw ≥ 6.5) intermediatedepth earthquakes.
Method
[5] The back projection technique is similar to other methods that also utilize the time reversal property of seismic waves [e.g., McMechan et al., 1985; Reitbrock and Scherbaum, 1994; Ekström et al., 2003; Shan, 2004, 2007; Baker et al., 2005; MacAyeal et al., 2006; Allmann and Shearer, 2007; Kao et al., 2008] . It was first used to study the 26 December 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake , and has since been used to study many shallow earthquakes [e.g., Ishii et al., , 2007 Walker et al., 2005; Walker and Shearer, 2009; Nelson et al., 2008; Honda and Aoi, 2009] .
[6] The back projection method time reverses seismograms from an array to a grid of potential source locations around the hypocenter using predicted travel times based upon a onedimensional Earth model such as IASP91 [Kennett, 1991] . The seismograms are stacked at each grid point:
where s i (t) is the stacked seismogram at the ith grid point, u k (t) is the seismogram recorded at the kth station, t ik is the predicted travel time between grid i and station k, and K is the total number of recorded seismograms. The grid points in this study are set up in three dimensions around the hypocenter, which makes it possible to study earthquake sources with respect to depth and lateral space.
[7] The one-dimensional Earth model does not include lateral variations which can produce deviations from the theoretical travel times. To correct for these lateral variations, we cross correlate the initial few seconds of the P waveforms between stations within the array and align the waveforms [Ishii et al., 2007] . This process empirically corrects for the lateral variations, and ensures a coherent stack at the hypocenter. The cross correlation also provides amplitude and polarity information for each seismogram with respect to a reference waveform. Including this information modifies the expression for the stacks to
Here, Dt k is the empirical time correction for each station obtained from the cross correlation procedure, and a k is a weighting factor to ensure proper polarity and contribution from each trace. a k can be defined to consider various effects such as array geometry [e.g., Ishii et al., 2007] , but the simplest form is
where p k is the polarity and A k is an amplitude factor for seismogram k. The factor p k has a value of either 1 or −1. The amplitude factor A k obtained during the cross correlation step normalizes all of the seismograms so that a small group of high amplitude seismograms do not dominate the stacking process.
[8] We have expanded the above basic back projection technique to include additional seismic wave arrivals. The use of multiple seismic phases can improve resolution, espe- cially with respect to depth if depth phases are included, as demonstrated in subsequent sections. The seismograms are stacked for each phase based upon the predicted travel time and the time correction Dt k obtained for the reference phase. The stacks from multiple phases are combined such that
where J is the total number of seismic phases used, and t ik j is the predicted travel time for the jth seismic phase between the ith grid point and the kth station.
[9] A few additional steps are taken to reduce unwanted signal and to enhance coherency between phase stacks. For example, the P wave for a relatively shallow earthquake arrives close to the depth phase pP, and its amplitude is typically much larger than the depth phase. The slownesses of the two phases are also similar enough that back projection using the depth phase arrival times will result in the depth phase stack that includes large amplitude signals due to the P wave arrival. In order to suppress such signals, a taper function f jk (t) is used to eliminate arrivals before the target phase. The taper function f jk (t) is defined as
where t 0k j is the predicted travel time of the jth phase to the kth station from the hypocenter, and T is the period of the cosine taper function that is prescribed.
[10] Another step taken when combining seismic phases is to apply an additional weighting factor (w j ) to the stacks of each seismic phase, so that one phase does not dominate the final result. The weighting factor (w j ) can be expressed in many different ways, with the most basic form being
Here, A ref max is the maximum amplitude of the reference phase stacks and A j max is the maximum amplitude of the stacks of the jth phase being considered. If a majority of the phases have upward or downward takeoff directions, there will be a bias in the contribution to back projected stacks if the above weighting factor is used. For example, when P, pP, and sP are used in the back projection analysis, there will be a bias in the upward takeoff direction. We therefore modify the weighting factor for the depth phases to
where c j is the maximum correlation coefficient between the reference stack and the jth depth phase stack at the hypocenter. The summation in the denominator begins at 2 because this weighting factor is not being applied to the P phase. The above formulations are based upon maximum stack amplitudes. Alternatively, one can use the ratio of summed stacks or the amplitude information from a hypocentral stack cross correlation. We have investigated both of these approaches without any significant changes to the final results.
[11] Finally, we apply the constraint that the stacks from different seismic phases sum coherently at the hypocenter. To accomplish this, a second empirical time shift (Dt j ) is obtained by cross correlating the different phase stacks against a reference phase stack at the hypocenter (Figure 2 ). Including these additional steps modifies the expression for the stacks at each grid point to Example synthetic seismogram at station TBTH from a source at 13.50°S, 166.97°E, and 110 km depth. Time is with respect to the P wave arrival and noise is included with amplitude that is 10% of the input P wave.
The stacks s i (t) give time and relative amplitude information of energy released by an earthquake, providing constraints on the rupture process.
Data and Data Processing
[12] Implementation of the High-Sensitivity Seismograph Network (Hi-net) in Japan began after the Kobe earthquake in 1995, and data from the array have been available since October 2000 [Okada et al., 2004; Obara et al., 2005] . There are currently around 800 stations in this array with a targeted station spacing of 20 km (Figure 1 ). Borehole short-period instruments (100 samples/s) are placed around 100 m depth. These sites are recording 3 components of ground motion, though only the vertical component is used in this study. Three phases are used in the back projection analysis: P, pP, and sP. As the subsequent section will show, the difference in takeoff direction between P and the depth phases, pP and sP, produces very good depth resolution when all three phases are combined.
[13] In order to obtain the empirical correction for lateral variations in the velocity structure of the Earth, Dt k , a cross correlation analysis is applied to P waves. The waveforms are cross correlated in a 4 s time window, which is allowed to shift by ±2 s, around the predicted arrival times based upon the one-dimensional velocity model IASP91 [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] . A cluster analysis is applied [e.g., Romesburg, 1984] to identify the largest group of seismograms with high waveform similarity to generate the first reference stack. This reference stack is then cross correlated with each seismogram, as in the first step, and those with a correlation coefficient above 0.6 are stacked to produce the second reference stack. This step is repeated five times to generate a final reference stack. Each seismogram is then correlated with this final reference stack to obtain the polarity (p k ), the amplitude factor (A k ), and the relative time shift (D t k ). Only the first arriving P waves are cross correlated and the same time shifts are used to correct every seismic phase considered. The cross correlation technique can be applied to any individual seismic phase, but the depth phases (pP and sP) considered in this study typically have low signalto-noise ratios, making the cross correlation procedure less effective.
[14] The low signal-to-noise ratios of the depth phases compared to the P phase also demonstrate the necessity for using the taper function f jk (t). The taper function prevents the high amplitude P waves from contaminating the depth phase stacks (Figure 3 ). The period T over which the taper function goes from 1 to 0 is fixed at 10 s. Varying this value has little effect on the final results as long as it is a short enough time window to down weight the P waves and long enough to avoid generating artifacts due to an abrupt cutoff. The taper function can also suppress signals from the depth phases if these phases arrive significantly before the theoretical times. This possibility is evaluated by shifting the taper function gradually up to 5 s before the theoretical arrival time and monitoring the correlation coefficients between the P stack and depth phase stacks at the hypocenter. If the depth phase signal arrives earlier than predicted, then the shifted taper function should allow more of the depth phase signal to be present in the depth phase stacks. This would increase the correlation coefficient between the stacks at the hypocenter. In contrast, if the depth phase arrives at, or later than, the predicted time, then only noise and the P waveform is down weighted by the original taper function, leading to a lower correlation coefficient using the shifted taper function. Seven Figure 5 . Lateral resolution. (a) Map view of the synthetic back projection result using only P waves from a point source at 21.08°S, 176.59°W, and 212 km depth. The white star is the location of the point source, the thin black and white lines are 10% contours of the integrated squared stack amplitudes, and the thick white line is the 75% contour curve used in subsequent figures to estimate the regions of slip. The background colors indicate high (black) and low (white) stack amplitudes. (b) Map view of the same back projection result as in Figure 5a , but using the P, pP, and sP phases. of the events have correlation coefficients for one of the depth phases that become larger when the shifted taper function is used, and therefore we choose to apply the shifted taper function in the back projection analysis for these cases. However, in general, shifting the taper function has little effect on the back projection results.
[15] As discussed in the previous section, the form of the weighting factor for each phase w j can change depending on the seismic phases being used. There are five earthquakes for which one of the depth phases is predicted to have an amplitude much smaller than the P phase (10% or less) based upon Global CMT solutions [e.g., Dziewonski et al., 1981; Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983; Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984; Ekstöm et al., 2005] . For these events, only the higher amplitude depth phase is used with weighting specified by the basic weighting factor. Finally, the phasedependent time shift (Dt j ) is obtained by cross correlating the depth phase stacks at the hypocenter with the hypocentral P stack.
Synthetic Tests
[16] In order to interpret results of this method, it is essential to understand how different steps described in the previous sections influence the final results. In general, we investigate artifacts of the technique by applying the back projection method to synthetic seismograms to determine how well the input source parameters are recovered. Synthetic seismographs are generated using a simple Ricker wavelet [Ricker, 1953, Figure 4a ] with central frequency of Figure 6 . Depth-time resolution. The white stars are the depths and times of the point sources, and the white lines are 5% contours between 75% and 100% of the maximum value of the squared stack. Time is with respect to the hypocentral time and the background colors indicate high (black) and low (white) stack amplitudes. These plots are made by first creating comprehensive stacks at each depth by selecting the maximum stack amplitude at each time from all of the grid points at a particular depth. Following this, the squared amplitudes of the depth stacks are integrated in 10 s windows. The time interval is 1 s. (a) Synthetic back projection result of a point source located at 21.08°S, 176.59°W, and 212 km depth using only the P phase. Time is with respect to the hypocentral time and the background colors indicate high (black) and low (white) stack amplitudes. (b) Same as in Figure 6a except for results using only the pP phase. (c) Same as in Figure 6a except for results using only the sP phase. (d) Synthetic back projection result using all three seismic phases. (e) Synthetic result from three point sources (white stars) separated laterally and in time. This arrangement is meant to simulate a horizontal rupture plane. The three point sources are each separated by 5 km to the east and 1.4 s in time. This leads to a rupture velocity of 3.6 km/s in the horizontal direction. The result is obtained by using all three seismic phases considered in this study. (f) Synthetic result from three point sources (white stars) separated in depth and time using all three phases. This arrangement is meant to simulate a vertical plane with rupture propagation upward. The three point sources are each separated by 5 km in depth and 1.4 s in time, but have the same latitude and longitude. This leads to a rupture velocity of 3.6 km/s in the vertical direction. (g) Same as in Figure 6f except with propagation downward. (h) Synthetic result from three point sources (white stars) separated in longitude, depth, and time using all three seismic phases. This arrangement is meant to simulate a rupture dipping at 30 degrees. The three point sources are each separated by 8.7 km to the east, 5 km in depth, and 2.8 s in time. This setup is used so that the vertical extent (10 km) and rupture velocity (3.6 km/s) are the same as in Figure 6g . The first five columns give hypocentral date and time (UTC), latitude, longitude, depth, and moment magnitude, obtained from the National Earthquake Information Center (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic/). The column "Number of Ruptures" gives the number of subevents with a minimum of 15 km depth separation as described in the main text. For each subevent, the depth at its initiation is given in the "Rupture Depth" column. The depth extent for each subevent is resolved with the technique presented in this paper, and they are summarized in the "Vertical Extent" column, with the value given in increments of 5 km, and the sign indicating the direction, i.e., positive for downward propagation and negative for upward propagation. Subevents with both positive and negative entries indicate bivertical rupture. The following two columns give duration information inferred from the back projection results. The "Event Duration" is the duration of the entire event. In contrast, the "Cumulative Duration" gives the sum of the durations of subevents. Large differences between these two values indicate that there is significant overlap of the subevent ruptures in time. The "Phases Used" column shows the depth phases that have been combined with the P wave stacks. In most cases, both pP and sP phases are used, except when the source mechanism is such that pP is not excited well. The next to last column gives the value that represents the non-double-couple component of the event (see main text for definition). The final column gives the corresponding back projection plot for each earthquake. Note that on average, the uncertainties in depth and time are ±5 km and ±5.0 s, respectively. Figure 8
1.0 Hz from a point source. The arrival times of the wavelets are determined for all stations in the Hi-net array using a onedimensional velocity model of the Earth for a given source location ( Figure 4b ). This is done for all three seismic phases (P, pP, and sP).
Lateral Resolution
[17] A similar approach has been used to determine the lateral resolution in previous studies [e.g., Ishii et al., 2007] . These studies show that poor lateral resolution is caused by the imperfect azimuthal and distance coverage of the data being used. Figure 5a shows the back projection result for a single point source using only the P phase. The limited azimuthal coverage of the Hi-net array leads to substantial lateral smearing. The amount of smearing varies greatly depending on the direction, the energy contour being used, and the array geometry with respect to the source location. For this study, the 75% contour is used to estimate the slip region. Using the same contour, a point source is broadened to an area of 3700 km 2 . Improvements to the lateral resolution using multiple seismic phases are minimal with an area of 3300 km 2 inside the 75% contour ( Figure 5b ). As this synthetic test shows, lateral resolution is poor, and only the details of very large earthquakes can be obtained in these dimensions. For example, estimates of the minimum magnitude required for reliable constraints on horizontal properties, such as lateral rupture propagation, is Mw 7.4 in the Sumatra region using the Hi-net data [Ishii et al., 2007] , and most of the events considered in this study are smaller than this threshold.
Depth and Time Resolution
[18] To illustrate the depth and time resolution, Figure 6 compares the depth-time distribution of imaged energy from synthetic tests using individual phases, as well as combinations of phases. These results show that back projection of a single phase provides no depth resolution. The smearing in these cases is along the raypaths of the different phases (Figures 6a, 6b , and 6c). However, if the P phase is combined with one or both of the depth phases, the depth resolution improves dramatically to approximately ±5 km (Figure 6d ). This uncertainty is valid for all earthquake locations considered in this study. The time resolution (±5 s) is also very consistent between different source locations. These tests show that results are most reliable in depth and time, hence we focus our discussion and interpretation of the earthquakes in these two dimensions.
Synthetic Ruptures in Depth and Time
[19] In addition to determining the resolution of a point source, it is critical to understand how well back projection can image an earthquake rupture and the appearance of this rupture in the depth-time projection we have chosen. To address this, multiple point sources separated in space and time are used to simulate a propagating rupture. Figures 6e-6h show results of four synthetic tests. For all four of these synthetic tests, the locations and times of the three point sources are assigned to simulate a rupture velocity of 3.6 km/s (80% of the shear wave speed [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] ). The horizontal rupture result in Figure 6e shows that this rupture looks similar to a point source result, however, the duration reflects the input source duration. The two vertical ruptures in Figures 6f and 6g show that back projection can recover a rupture that propagates upward or downward. Finally, Figure 6h shows the back projection result for a synthetic rupture that has the same rupture depth extent as Figure 6g , but the dip has been changed to 30 degrees. This result shows that if the rupture velocity is constant, we should be able to at least qualitatively recognize differences in the rupture plane dips. Though these synthetic results all have eastward propagating ruptures and common depth extents, the resolution of imaged energy is the same when these parameters are changed ( Figure S1 of the auxiliary material).
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[20] An important feature to note is the locations of low amplitude energy for the horizontal and subhorizontal synthetic ruptures (Figures 6e and 6h) . In both cases the energy, which falls below the 75 % contour, occurs symmetrically above and below the high amplitude stacks. This is an artifact of the P phase from one point source combining with the depth phase from a different point source. Though these artifacts are low amplitude, they show that symmetric rupture patterns should be met with some degree of skepticism.
Results
[21] The multiphase back projection analysis is applied to 22 intermediate-depth earthquakes (Tables 1-5 and Figure 7) . These events occurred between October 2000 and April 2010, and were at teleseismic distances from the Hi-net array. The moment magnitudes and depths of these events, as reported by the USGS (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic/), range from 6.5 to 7.8 and 103 to 280 km, respectively. For all of these Figure 8 . Tonga-Kermadec earthquakes. This plot shows locations, focal mechanisms from the Global CMT catalogue [e.g., Dziewonski et al., 1981; Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983; Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984; Ekström et al., 2005] , and the back projection results of the earthquakes studied in the Tonga-Kermadec region. The map in the center shows the region with background color showing the bathymetry (ETOPO5; http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/global/etopo5.html). The solid white line is the trench location. The dotted lines are the slab contours from 50 to 700 km (white to dark red) in 50 km increments. Figures 8a-8f show the back projection results in the depth and time dimensions. The magnitudes and hypocentral depths are from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) catalog (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic/). The background colors indicate high (dark red) and low (dark blue) stack amplitudes. See Table 1 earthquakes, a box of grid points centered at the hypocenter is defined with dimensions of 2.4 degrees in latitude, 2.4 degrees in longitude, and 160 km in depth. The grid spacing, which is based upon the average resolution in latitude, longitude, and depth, is set to 0.4 degrees, 0.4 degrees, and 5 km, respectively. We choose the 75% contour of the maximum stack amplitude to estimate the depth extent and duration of each event (Tables 1-5 ). This choice is somewhat arbitrary, however, it seems to capture the major features for most of the earthquakes. Using this contour level, many of the events (14 out of 22) show similar depth-time behavior to the synthetic ruptures in the previous section in that they have one episode of energy release that is continuous in depth and time. The remaining 8 earthquakes have multiple regions of high amplitude energy that are well separated in time and/or depth. In order to systematically categorize events consisting of a single or multiple subevents, we use the selection criterion that the initiation depths of the subevents need to be separated by at least 15 km. When this criterion is met, we refer to the event as composite. When the depth separation is less than 15 km, the events are labeled simple. In addition, the observed depth extent of individual subevents can be classified into two groups, one with limited depth range and another showing energy release over a much larger depth interval. Most of the subevents are of the first group, with 23 out of 30 subevents having depth extents of 15 km or less (Tables 1-5) . We refer to these subevents as subhorizontal ruptures. In the following sections, we discuss results for events in each region shown in Figure 7 .
Tonga-Kermadec
[22] The Tonga-Kermadec trench subducts the 70-100 Myr old Pacific plate beneath the Indo-Australian Plate at a rate which increases to the north from rates of 16 to 24 cm/yr [Bevis et al., 1995] . The hypocentral depths of six events in this region range from 129 to 212 km, and their moment magnitudes vary between 6.5 and 7.8 (http://earthquake.usgs. gov/regional/neic/) (Figure 8) . Four of the events are interpreted as simple ruptures (Figures 8a, 8d, 8e, and 8f) . The depth extent of these events varies from 0 km to 25 km, and their durations range from 12 to 14 s (Table 1 ). The remaining 2 earthquakes are composite events, with two subevents separated in depth by 25 and 30 km (Figures 8b and 8c , respectively). The event duration of these composite events is slightly longer than the simple events, 15 to 16 s (Table 1) .
Vanuatu
[23] Along the Vanuatu subduction zone, the IndoAustralian plate is subducting beneath the Pacific plate. There are large variations in the subduction rates along the trench, ranging from 3 cm/yr to 17 cm/yr [e.g., Bergeot et al., 2009] . Figure 9 shows the regional distribution of earthquakes and the back projection results. These events have magnitudes and depths that range from 6.5 to 7.2 and 103 to 228 km, respectively (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic/). Five of the earthquakes from Vanuatu have simple ruptures with depth extents of 5 km or less (Figures 9a, 9b, 9c, 9f, and 9g) . The duration of these events ranges from 14 to 15 s. The 1 August 2007, Mw 7.2 event (Figure 9g ) from this group seems to have complexity beyond the single rupture, however, all of this complexity is weak, at energy levels below the 75% contour. The northernmost and deepest event from this region also has a single rupture which propagates upward and downward with time (Figure 9e) , though the upward propagation dominates. South of these simple events are two composite events. The 7 August 2006, Mw 6.8 earthquake is composed of 3 subevents (Figure 9d) . The largest depth separation between any two of these subevents is 75 km. The second composite event (Mw 6.6) occurred on 6 November 2003 (Figure 9h ). Two features of this earthquake warrant clarification. First, even though there are three separate depth ranges bounded by the 75% contour, the initiation depths of the deeper two are separated by less than 15 km. Therefore, based upon the definitions given above, this earthquake is classified as having only two rupture planes (Table 2) . Second, there is low amplitude energy that is visible at about 25 s after the hypocentral time at a depth of 50 km. This is an artifact that arises for shallow events due to the pP phase arrival within the P wave window used in the back projection analysis. If the back projection method is applied to events shallower than 100 km, the amplitude of this artifact can become quite large at times close to the hypocentral time, complicating source imaging and degrading the depth resolution.
Hindu Kush
[24] The intermediate-depth seismicity in Hindu Kush and Pamir is thought to be taking place within a remnant slab that was subducting beneath Eurasia during its collision with India around 55 Ma [e.g., Pavlis and Das, 2000] . A total of 4 earthquakes with magnitudes between 6.5 and 7.4 are studied from this region with depths between 187 and 230 km ( Figure 10 and Table 3 ). Three of these events have simple ruptures (Figures 10b, 10c, and 10d) . For all three events, bivertical (upward and downward) energy propagation is observed. The durations range from 13 to 15 s, and the vertical extents range from 15 to 30 km. Some of the subevents in this region have symmetric depth behavior (Figures 10b and  10d ) that is similar to that observed for synthetic results (section 4). As was discussed in the previous section, these symmetric low amplitude stacks may be artifacts, and therefore, part of the complexity seen may not reflect the actual rupture properties of the subevents. The fourth and largest event of this group of earthquakes (Mw 7.4) is composite and characterized by three subevents. The two strongest subevents which dominate the earthquake are separated by 75 km (Figure 10a ). The total duration of this event is 21 s. Table 3 Table 4 for a summary of the results. 
Java
[25] Along the Java trench, the Indo-Australian plate subducts beneath the Eurasian plate. The age of the IndoAustralian plate at the subduction zone varies from 50 Myr in the east to 140 Myr in the west [Holcombe, 1977] . All three of the earthquakes from this region have relatively large magnitudes (Mw ≥ 6.9). The main ruptures of all of these events also have large vertical extents (20-35 km) with mainly downward propagation (Table 4 and Figure 11 ). For two of these earthquakes, there are subevents separated by 15 km or more and therefore they are composite earthquakes (Figures 11b  and 11c ). The event durations of the Java earthquakes range from 9 to 13 s.
Alaska
[26] In this region, the Pacific plate subducts beneath the North American plate along the Aleutian trench at a rate of 7 to 8 cm/yr, and unlike most sections of the Aleutian trench, convergence is perpendicular to the trench [Creager and Boyd, 1991] . The one earthquake studied in this region has a large strike-slip component based upon the Global CMT solution, and is observed to be a composite rupture (Figure 12 ). The first rupture propagates 10 km upward, although the energy falls below the 75% level during this upward propagation. The second rupture starts 30 km below the initial rupture and propagates both upward and downward, and has a total vertical extent of 15 km. The event duration of this earthquake is 9 s.
Discussion
[27] The depth-time behavior of these intermediate-depth events can be interpreted in many different ways. However, we first address the issue of whether the complexities of the composite ruptures are artifacts of the back projection method or effects due to seismic phases that are not included in the analysis. In order to investigate the robustness of the complexities imaged by the back projection technique, additional synthetic tests are presented in this section with a focus on the large Hindu Kush event which had the largest depth separation between two rupture planes. These tests support the conclusion that multiple planes of high amplitude energy are real features of the earthquakes. Table 5 for a summary of the results.
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Robustness of Composite Ruptures
[28] The composite earthquakes are potentially the most interesting observations of this study (e.g., Figure 10a ). These results are partially supported by reports of similar complexity in other catalogues for some of the events we have analyzed [e.g., Starovoit et al., 2002] . We investigate whether complexities seen in the back projection results are real features of the events or artifacts of the stacking procedure. As the synthetic results show, high amplitude artifacts do not arise when the input source is simple (Figures 6 and S2) . However, this may not necessarily apply to very complex ruptures. To investigate this possibility, a more complex case is simulated by using the P wave train recorded at a single station from the 3 March 2002 Hindu Kush event (Figure 10a) as the input source time function for a synthetic test (Figure 13a ). The hypocentral location of this complex synthetic source is fixed to that of the Hindu Kush event, i.e., 36.50°N latitude, 70.48°E longitude, and 225 km depth. If the second rupture observed in the 3 March 2002 Hindu Kush event is an artifact of the complex source time function, then a similar artifact should be seen in the synthetic result. On the other hand, if the method can reliably constrain depth for the complex source time function, then the synthetic result should have high amplitude stacks only at the assigned depth. Figure 13b shows the high amplitude energy is imaged at the hypocentral depth, although there is low amplitude energy above and below the assigned depth of 225 km. This result demonstrates that even for a very complex horizontal rupture, artifacts of high amplitude energy at different depths are suppressed by virtue of using multiple seismic phases.
[29] There is also the possibility that seismic phases not included in the back projection analysis may cause the observed complexity. As demonstrated in an earlier section ( Figure 6 ) and discussed briefly for an event in the Vanuatu region (Figure 9h ), moderately coherent stacks can result at depths and times close to the hypocenter when unwanted phases are present. To investigate this possibility, we focus on crustal and water phases, which have very similar raypaths as the depth phases used in this study. In particular, we consider arrivals due to underside reflections from the Moho and the sea surface. To determine the effect of these phases on back projection results, the synthetic tests used in Figure 6 are modified. For the original synthetic tests, seismograms include one Ricker wavelet for each assigned point source and each seismic phase chosen for that source, i.e., one Ricker wavelet for each of the P, pP, and sP arrivals. This approach is changed so that more Ricker wavelets arrive around the depth phase time to mimic the crustal and water reflection phases while the P arrival consists of a single Ricker wavelet.
[30] We determine the time shifts for the phases that interact with the crust and ocean using a 7 km thick crust, a 3 km thick ocean, and velocities from the one-dimensional model IASP91 [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] . For the underside reflection at the Moho, a Ricker wavelet is assigned to arrive before both depth phases (pP and sP). For the pP phase, the time shift of −2.4 s is calculated using the two-way travel time of a P wave through the crust. For the sP phase, the time shift of −3.3 s is calculated by summing the one-way travel times of P and S waves in the crust. For both calculations, we make the approximation that the raypaths within the crust are vertical. To estimate the arrival times of the water phases, we use the two-way travel time of a P wave in the ocean. Once again, a vertical path is assumed, and the time shift is 4.1 s with respect to the pP and sP arrival time. Figures 14b and  14c show that there is little change in the imaged energy of the depth phases for these synthetic tests compared to a single point source (Figures 6b and 6c ) although there is a slight extension in time. This is because the additional phases associated with the crust and ocean have origin times that are within or very close to the temporal uncertainty of the single point source (±5 s). The combined result shows that the additional arrivals do not cause high amplitude artifacts at different depths, and produce results almost identical to a point source. This approach assumes that phases associated with the crust and ocean can be represented by time shifted depth phases and ignores deviations in the slowness from the depth phases. These deviations in slowness are small, but if they were included when generating the synthetic seismograms, it would only decrease the stack amplitudes due to the fact that a different slowness would reduce coherent stacking of the additional phases using pP or sP arrival times. Therefore, the synthetic test shown in Figure 14 gives the maximum effect that can be produced by these phases.
[31] We have only considered underside reflections in these synthetic tests and ignored multiple reflections within the crust and water column. Each reflection will change the slowness of these phases further away from that of the slowness of the depth phases used in the back projection analysis. Therefore the stack amplitudes should be smaller than the underside reflections and contribute less to any possible artifacts. An additional source of complexity may be the seismic wave interactions with the subducting slab. We assume that any phases produced by these interactions would have lower amplitudes compared to the P and depth phases, however, only by fully modeling the wavefield with threedimensional structure can we confirm this assumption, and, therefore, slab interactions are a potential source of error. On the other hand, arrivals such as slab reflected phases would produce stacks with the same time dependence for various "subevents" which is not observed for most of the composite earthquakes. Therefore we believe that the artifacts due to the presence of a slab are not significant in most of our results.
Properties of Composite Ruptures
[32] Based upon various resolution tests, the imaged energy of the composite earthquakes is a real feature of rupture complexity. We explore this complexity further in this section. First, the timing of the individual subevents for some of the composite events are such that dynamic triggering by seismic waves is likely to be involved in the activation of the second subevent. For example, the 3 March 2002 Hindu Kush event shows a depth separation of 75 ± 5 km between individual subevents. The time separation between the initiation of the two subevents is about 8.5 ± 2.0 s, which implies that the minimum speed required to relate the two subevents is around 9 ± 2 km/s (Figure 15 ). This velocity is in the range of compressional wave velocities, including those within the slab imaged from tomographic studies in the Hindu Kush region [e.g., Koulakov and Sobolev, 2006] , but is too high for shear waves, which at 200 km depth have velocities around 4.5 km/s [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] . The potential mechanism by which a compressional wave from one rupture Effects of the crust and water layers. The back projection result from a point source using only the P phase, as well as the back projection result from the depth phases with additional sources included to simulate phases produced by bottom side reflections of the crust and the water surface. (a) The back projection result from a single point source (black star) using only the P phase. (b) The back projection result from three point sources (black stars) with the same hypocentral locations, but different origin times using pP travel times. The first star mimics the underside reflection at the Moho that arrives 2.4 s before the pP phase. This time is calculated using a 7 km thick crust with a P wave velocity of 5.8 km/s from IASP91 [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] . The second star is the hypocenter generating the P wave arrival. The third star mimics the underside reflection at the ocean surface that arrives 4.1 s after the pP phase. This time is calculated using a 3 km thick ocean with a P wave velocity of 1.45 km/s from IASP91 [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] . (c) The back projection result from three point sources (black stars) with the same hypocentral locations, but different origin times using sP travel times. The first star mimics the underside reflection at the Moho that arrives 3.4 s before the sP phase. This time is calculated using a 7 km thick crust with P and S wave velocities of 5.8 km/s and 3.36 km/s from IASP91, respectively [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] . The second star is the hypocenter generating the P wave arrival. The third star mimics the underside reflection at the ocean surface that arrives 4.1 s after the sP phase. This time is calculated using a 3 km thick ocean with a P wave velocity of 1.45 km/s from IASP91 [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] . (d) The back projection result using all three seismic phases with the simulated bottom side reflections included.
would trigger a second rupture is discussed in a subsequent section. Another characteristic of the composite events is that often the individual subevents have very different depth-time behavior. For example, the 9 December 2007, Mw 7.8 event has two ruptures which have considerable time overlap (Figure 8b ). While the bottom rupture propagates upward with time, the top rupture maintains the same depth throughout its duration. This behavior suggests that the two ruptures are independent of one another.
[33] The existence of multiple subevents involving two independent faults can have effects on the non-double-couple components of the moment tensors [e.g., Houston, 1993] . These components are quantified using the parameter defined as = −l 2 /max(l 1 , l 3 ) where l values are the eigenvalues of the moment tensor with l 1 ≥ l 2 ≥ l 3 [e.g., Ekström, 1994] . This parameter varies from 0.0 for a doublecouple source to ±0.5 for a purely non-double-couple source (i.e., compensated linear vector dipole). Using the Global CMT catalogue, the average absolute epsilon value of the events classified as "composite" in this study is 0.16, over twice that of the "simple" events (0.07). Furthermore, all five events with absolute epsilon values above 0.15 are imaged by the back projection method as composite events. These results support the interpretation that subevents are occurring as separate rupture planes.
[34] Another property which may be related to the existence of composite events is the earthquake magnitude. Composite ruptures characterize most of the largest events studied, although there are a few smaller events (Mw < 7.0) which exhibit this behavior (e.g., Figure 9h ). This observation suggests that the largest intermediate-depth earthquakes involve multiple faults. This interpretation also suggests that there could be predetermined rupture dimensions for any given region, which may be defined by preexisting faults in the slab. One test for this hypothesis is to determine the magnitude at which composite ruptures occur for different subduction zones or even different sections of the same subduction zone, though more than 22 events are needed to obtain statistically significant conclusions.
[35] In addition, earthquake magnitude has been shown to be related to the duration of the event for shallow earthquakes in a relationship expected from a circular rupture model, i.e., t / M o 1/3 , where t is the event duration and M o is seismic moment [e.g., Vidale and Houston, 1993] . Multiple studies have investigated this relationship for intermediate-depth earthquakes [e.g., Vidale and Houston, 1993; Bos et al., 1998; Houston et al., 1998; Campus and Das, 2000; Houston, 2001; Persh and Houston, 2004] , and these studies have found that the durations of the largest intermediate-depth events tend to be shorter than expected from the magnitude-duration relationship observed for shallow earthquakes. The results presented in this manuscript offer a possible explanation for this behavior. If two faults are rupturing at the same time, the duration recorded on seismograms should be much shorter than the duration of an event on a single fault with the same magnitude. As Tables 1-5 show, summing the durations of individual subevents leads to longer cumulative durations than the event durations discussed earlier. These observations may explain why the largest intermediate-depth earthquakes have shorter durations than expected, however, more data are needed to test this hypothesis.
Depth Variation of Individual Subevents
[36] In this section, we explore the implications of the subevent vertical extents in terms of fault geometry, slip, and rupture propagation. The frequent observation of subevents with limited depth extent is consistent with recent directivity studies that found a predominance of subhorizontal rupture planes for large, intermediate-depth earthquakes [Warren et al., 2007 [Warren et al., , 2008 . Other studies have also observed this behavior for a small number of events [e.g., Suzuki and Kasahara, 1996; Antolik et al., 1999; Tibi et al., 2002; Delouis and Legrand, 2007] . However, the back projection method cannot distinguish subhorizontal rupture propagation from a stationary source, i.e., energy release from the same point location over a period of time. This scenario is unlikely for most of the subevents considered in this study in which the duration is significantly longer than the time uncertainty of ±5 s, and based upon the magnitude, slip is expected to occur over a relatively large area. Another shortcoming of the back projection technique is uncertainty in the slip direction. Thus, given the typical focal mechanisms of the earthquakes studied, the depth-limited subevents can be interpreted as having slip vectors that are parallel to the propagation direction (i.e., slip on a subhorizontal plane) or having vertical slip (i.e., slip perpendicular to the propagation direction). In the latter case of vertical slip, the fault will require an uncommon aspect ratio compared to typical slip observed at shallow depths, i.e., a very thin (depth dimension) and long (lateral dimension) fault. Regardless of the slip direction, our observations require significant lateral and limited depth extents of the fault, and following previous studies [e.g., Warren et al., 2007 Warren et al., , 2008 , we interpret the subevents to have subhorizontal rupture planes.
The Mechanism of Intermediate-Depth Earthquakes
[37] The observations presented in this study show that most of the large, intermediate-depth earthquakes have small vertical extents of energy release, which we interpret as slip on shallowly dipping rupture planes. We also find that a significant number of these events have multiple rupture planes that are clearly separated in depth. These constraints provide insight into the possible mechanism of large, intermediate-depth events. In this section, we briefly review possible fault orientation scenarios, followed by a comparison of our findings with previously proposed mechanisms, and provide a new hypothesis for the generation of large intermediate-depth earthquakes.
Orientation of Possible Faults
[38] The observation of shallowly dipping rupture planes suggests that either an isobaric process is generating large, intermediate-depth earthquakes, or there are weak zones within the subducting slab that all have a subhorizontal orientation [Warren et al., 2007 [Warren et al., , 2008 . For the latter case, one candidate for weak zones is faults generated at the outer rise [e.g., Savage, 1969; Jiao et al., 2000; Ranero et al., 2005] . Multiple studies using a variety of methods, such as seabeam mapping, seismic reflection, and aftershock distributions, have imaged the orientation of outer-rise faults [e.g., Masson, 1991; Kobayashi et al., 1998; Ranero et al., 2003 Ranero et al., , 2005 Fromm et al., 2006; Hino et al., 2009] . These studies show that the outer-rise faults, associated generally with bending and subduction of the plate, strike subparallel to the trench. With the possible exception of Central America [e.g., Ranero et al., 2003] , they also show the formation of grabens with conjugate faults dipping toward and away from the trench [e.g., Masson, 1991; Kobayashi et al., 1998; Ranero et al., 2005; Fromm et al., 2006; Hino et al., 2009] and dip angles typically between 30 and 60 degrees [e.g., Savage, 1969; Jiao et al., 2000] . During subduction, these faults are rotated by the dip angle of the subducting slab which is typically between 40 and 60 degrees [e.g., Luyendyk, 1970; Cruciani et al., 2005] , resulting in a set of faults that are nearly horizontal and vertical at depth (Figure 16a) [e.g., Savage, 1969; Figure 16 . Proposed mechanism. Cartoon of a slab subducting into the mantle with preexisting fault fabric and the mechanisms responsible for the generation and triggering of intermediate-depth earthquakes. (a) Schematic of the orientation of the preexisting faults (black lines) when they develop at the outer rise and after plate subduction. The blue stippled region depicts dehydration of the slab as it subducts into the mantle. (b) Enlarged view of the two conjugate faults (damage zones within the fault depicted by cross hatching) at intermediate depth. The blue arrows show propagation of water as it dehydrates from the slab and travels into the mantle wedge. Water would propagate deep into the slab more efficiently along a subhorizontal fault with near constant pressure as opposed to a steeply dipping fault for which the grain size difference may not be strong enough to effectively oppose the pressure gradient. The green region depicts the hydrated material. (c) Detailed schematic of the processes around preexisting faults. Rupture on one subhorizontal fault (red region with opposing arrows) generates seismic waves (curved black lines) that trigger slip (red line) on a second fault that has been weakened by water focusing and serpentinization. This initial slip will generate heat which will dehydrate the surrounding serpentine and lead to the positive feedback between dehydration embrittlement, slip, and heat generation discussed in the main text. Jiao et al., 2000] . If these features are associated with intermediate-depth earthquakes, then an explanation must be provided for the preferential reactivation of subhorizontal faults at depth.
[39] Subhorizontal rupture planes may also suggest the importance of isobaric processes in generating large, intermediate-depth earthquakes. One possibility is that transformational faulting is generated through a phase change as minerals are subducted to higher pressures. The main problem with this hypothesis is that the minerals which undergo phase transformations at intermediate depths only make up a small percentage of the subducting slab, and therefore could not generate a large rupture [Green and Houston, 1995] . Alternatively, it is possible that fluids, which facilitate rupture, follow an isobaric path under certain conditions. We will revisit this fluid path argument in a later section.
Previously Proposed Mechanisms
[40] Unlike shallow earthquakes, high pressures at intermediate depths should prohibit crack formation and brittle failure due to simple strain accumulation. Hypotheses for the mechanism of intermediate-depth earthquakes are therefore much different than those of shallow events and include partial melting [e.g., Savage, 1969] , transformational faulting [e.g., Green and Burnley, 1989] , localized shear instabilities [e.g., Ogawa, 1987; Hobbs and Ord, 1988] , localized viscous creep due to a grain size difference within and outside the faults [Keleman and Hirth, 2007] , and dehydration embrittlement [e.g., Raleigh and Paterson, 1965; Kirby et al., 1996; Hacker et al., 2003; Jung et al., 2004] . As will be explained below, both localized viscous creep and dehydration embrittlement are promoted by the presence of preexisting faults. Based upon the observation of preferential subhorizontal rupture plane orientations, we assume that intermediate-depth earthquakes are associated with preexisting zones of weakness. Therefore, we will focus on localized viscous creep and dehydration embrittlement as possible mechanisms.
Localized Viscous Creep
[41] Recent modeling work [i.e., Keleman and Hirth, 2007] has shown that shear heating due to localized viscous creep along fine-grained shear zones can produce instabilities and potentially generate earthquakes within the temperature range (600 to 800°C) commonly associated with intermediatedepth events [Peacock, 2001] . If these fine-grained zones within preexisting faults are the conjugate faults developed at the outer rise, it would be expected that this localized viscous creep mechanism would operate on both the subvertical and subhorizontal faults. This is contrary to the observation that most large intermediate-depth earthquakes have subhorizontal rupture planes [Suzuki and Kasahara, 1996; Delouis and Legrand, 2007; Warren et al., 2007 Warren et al., , 2008 . However, it may be possible to prevent reactivation of vertical faults at intermediate depths if conditions for vertical and horizontal faults differ. For the localized viscous creep mechanism, the temperature and grain size difference of the fault are the controlling parameters. If the temperature becomes too high, above 850°C [Keleman and Hirth, 2007] , displacement will be accommodated by steady state flow instead of instabilities. It has been observed that trenchward dipping faults (subvertical faults at intermediate depths) are preferentially activated close to the trench [e.g., Masson, 1991] . This behavior is caused by the shear stresses imparted as the slab subducts beneath the overriding plate, which is likely to continue until the slab becomes coupled to the surrounding mantle. It is possible that preferential activation of these faults would cause an increase in their temperature and thus limit their rupture at intermediate depths. This explanation, however, is unsatisfactory because heating due to rupture on vertical faults may also affect the temperature of the material surrounding the subhorizontal faults. In addition, the preferential slip on the trenchward dipping faults would also lead to smaller grain sizes for the nearly vertical faults compared to subhorizontal faults. This difference in the grain sizes within the fault gouge would promote slip on vertical faults based upon the localized creep mechanism. Therefore, localized viscous creep alone can not explain the observed tendency of rupture on subhorizontal planes.
Dehydration Embrittlement
[42] Another proposed mechanism that has become popular over the past twenty years is dehydration embrittlement [e.g., Raleigh and Paterson, 1965; Kirby et al., 1996; Hacker et al., 2003; Jung et al., 2004] . This mechanism argues that when water is released from hydrous minerals at depth, it increases the local pore pressure enough to counteract the confining pressure, allowing brittle failure. In order to account for the required existence of hydrous minerals, this mechanism is often described in association with faults that develop at the outer rise where water can propagate deep into the mantle and hydrate the fault. This fault hydration at the surface would not create a significant difference in the amount of hydration between the faults that dip toward (vertical at intermediate depths) and away from (horizontal at intermediate depths) the trench. If anything, the preferential activation of the trenchward dipping faults would allow more vertical faults to be hydrated. Therefore, without considering additional mechanisms, dehydration embrittlement of the outer-rise faults hydrated at the surface can not explain the predominance of subhorizontal ruptures. Another potential problem is that the hydrous minerals must be preserved from the surface to great depths over many earthquake cycles. Finally, the stress changes from compressional waves should have a similar influence on the pore pressures of subhorizontal and vertical faults, and therefore dehydration embrittlement alone can not explain the observed preferentially triggered subhorizontal ruptures. Kuge et al. [2010] studied an earthquake in Tarapaca, northern Chile that occurred at a depth of 110 km, and observed two subevents separated in depth, a result similar to those presented in this manuscript. They propose that these subevents represent the results of dehydration embrittlement in the upper crust and mantle [e.g., Peacock, 2001 ] during rupture of a fault that cuts through both, i.e., the subevents correspond to the top and bottom seismicity of double Waditi-Benioff zones. This mechanism may be able to explain some of the back projection observations at the shallowest depths considered here. However, many of the earthquakes we study take place deeper than the depths at which double seismic zones are observed.
Proposed Mechanism for Intermediate-Depth Earthquakes
[43] The discussion above demonstrates that the available mechanisms for the occurrence of intermediate-depth earthquakes can not satisfy the observations of preferential activation of subhorizontal rupture planes and P wave triggering of subevents. In this section, we propose a new mechanism for the generation of these earthquakes. 7.3.1. Subhorizontal Rupture Planes
[44] The preference of subhorizontal rupture planes at intermediate depths can be explained by considering postsubduction dehydration and preexisting fault fabric. At the depths relevant to this study, i.e., between 100 and 300 km, the slab releases water as it reaches higher temperatures and pressures, and the water migrates toward the mantle wedge (Figure 16a) . Some of this water will encounter the preexisting faults along its migration path. The faults are characterized by smaller grain sizes compared to the surrounding material, and the difference in the grain sizes acts to concentrate water under these temperature and pressure conditions [Wark and Watson, 2000] . The water trapped in the faults can migrate along the fine-grained material, and once it reaches the interior of the slab where hydrous minerals are stable, the faults can be replenished with hydrous minerals [e.g., Schmidt and Poli, 1998 ]. This water migration into the slab would be more efficient along the subhorizontal faults since the pressure is nearly constant along these faults and the grain size difference inhibits further vertical migration (Figure 16b ). In contrast, water intersecting the vertical faults near the top surface of the slab experiences the same grain size effect that tries to focus water within the fault zone, but downward migration into the serpentine stability zone within the slab must happen against the pressure gradient and buoyancy. This opposing force would likely limit the amount of water penetration into the slab interior and hence the rate at which subvertical faults can be replenished with hydrous minerals.
[45] This difference in the rate at which hydration of subvertical and subhorizontal faults can take place makes many more weaker subhorizontal faults, allowing shear localization and instability to occur [e.g., Keleman and Hirth, 2007] . Once shear failure initiates, a temperature increase due to frictional heating and strain hardening [Chernak and Hirth, 2010] will dehydrate the hydrous minerals [e.g., Schmidt and Poli, 1998 ] to enhance the condition for slip. This constitutes a positive feedback mechanism where the temperature increase due to slip on one part of the fault causes dehydration of hydrous minerals on adjacent parts of the fault, promoting further slip. It is also possible that each rupture event will extend the damage zone into deeper and colder parts of the slab. The finer-grained material of these new damage zones will concentrate water and generate hydrous minerals, allowing replenishment and reactivation of preexisting faults to greater depths.
[46] There are a few points of this hypothesis which are worth reemphasizing. First, the mechanism described above does not necessarily apply to smaller events. The initiation of rupture due to the small grain size of the fault zone may be enough to produce small ruptures on faults of any orientation. However, the runaway dehydration reaction will better accommodate the large rupture areas required for large earthquakes. Second, it has been suggested that fault zones would grow into the slab with each rupture. This growth would allow parts of the fault zones to remain within the cold slab, allowing for mineral hydration, even as this region becomes smaller as the slab warms. Finally, many studies have argued that outer rise faults are hydrated well into the mantle before subduction, and this hydration is what allows faults to be reactivated as depicted by double seismicity zones [e.g., Peacock, 2001; Ivandic et al., 2010] . The hypothesis proposed in this study does not preclude hydration at the surface, but puts more emphasis on hydration within the slab after subduction for generating large, intermediate-depth earthquakes. The faults are expected to lose water when an earthquake occurs, so the replenishment will also help explain the great depths to which earthquakes are observed.
Dynamic Triggering
[47] The hypothesis for the preferential occurrence of rupture on subhorizontal planes must also be consistent with the observation that dynamically triggered multiple ruptures commonly contribute to a large event. Theoretical work at low temperatures and pressures relevant for shallow-focus earthquakes has shown that for faults with significantly lower shear moduli, the pore pressures, and hence effective normal stress, are controlled by fault-normal stresses [Cocco and Rice, 2002] . Extending this argument to faults at depth, the interaction of the compressional wave, therefore, could reduce the effective normal stress on a hydrated fault through elevated pore pressure. If shear has already been localized on the fault through mechanisms such as viscous creep localization, the sudden reduction in effective normal stress will initiate slip. Our observations show that the triggered rupture planes are also subhorizontal, and therefore, these faults may contain a sufficient amount of hydrous minerals to experience the same positive feedback process proposed to explain the preferential slip on subhorizontal faults.
[48] Given the runaway dehydration mechanism, at least two conditions must be satisfied for two faults to ultimately rupture together. First, the stress state of the two faults must be very similar. Even with stress perturbations from seismic waves, the shear instability that initiates both ruptures requires hundreds of years of stress buildup before it becomes feasible [Keleman and Hirth, 2007] . Recent work on shallow earthquakes may be able to explain this fault synchrony. If two nearby faults have similar dimensions, orientations, and slip rates, then the static stress changes from rupture on each fault may, over the course of many earthquake cycles, bring the rupture cycles of the two faults into phase. When this occurs, the two faults will become locked in phase [Scholz, 2010] . It seems possible that this same mechanism would operate at intermediate depths.
[49] The second condition is a high degree of hydration on the triggered fault. If faults near the initial rupture are relatively dry, the P waves may not reduce the effective normal stress enough for the initial slip (Figure 16c ). Adequate hydration is also necessary for the positive feedback mechanism that would cause the second rupture to grow in size. The mechanism by which hydration synchronization occurs may be similar to the stress synchronization described above. If two faults are at different hydration stages, with one fault being well hydrated and the other not at all hydrated, then rupture on the hydrated fault will make water available to the less hydrated fault. This should bring the second fault closer to failure, and bring the rupture cycles of the two faults closer to being in-phase. Both the stress change and hydration mechanisms should act together to bring nearby faults into synchrony, and may explain why triggering is so common at intermediate depths.
Summary
[50] A back projection technique first used by has been modified for better depth resolution using depth phases, and applied to study the depth-time behavior of 22 intermediate-depth earthquakes recorded at the Hi-net array in Japan. These earthquakes have a variety of magnitudes and source depths. We find that no single subevent has a rupture extent in depth greater than 35 km, and most of the ruptures have vertical extents less than or equal to 15 km. This result supports previous studies that find a prevalence of shallowly dipping rupture planes for large, intermediatedepth earthquakes [e.g., Suzuki and Kasahara, 1996; Delouis and Legrand, 2007; Warren et al., 2007 Warren et al., , 2008 . We, therefore, interpret observations of planes with less than 15 km depth extent as slip on subhorizontal faults created at the outer rise. The frequent occurrence of events with this geometry is explained with preferential focusing of water and subsequent generation of hydrous minerals in subhorizontal faults. The second key observation from this study is that a significant portion of the earthquakes have multiple rupture planes separated in depth. Given the closeness in time and the separation distance of these ruptures, it appears that the seismic waves, specifically, the compressional waves, from one subevent are triggering slip on a different fault. The conditions proposed to explain subhorizontal ruptures also make these faults susceptible to being triggered by seismic waves from an abrupt reduction in the effective normal stress.
